
2131 – St Ives SC – 20/10/19 

Week Four without a K9 run, it isn’t one is it? No, we have Bog Man and Nappy Rash primed to 
test our muscles. How much is this going to test us? It’s not looking good, Bog Man has a bike, 
and he’s not afraid to use it. 

Be careful of main road, ‘out’ is the ‘in’ and you won’t be able to see the dust as it’s invisible in 
bright light and it might be mixed up with a HOV run and if you get lost; its sunny, so home will be 
south! 

Everyone is milling around going “aaah” to the baby Pole Dancer/Come lately, so I follow 
Wheeze up the road. Wrong road, it’s the other one. Not warmed up yet so we is soon left behind 
with Lemon Tart. Luckily the trail follows the back alleys to the dangerous road crossing, so we 
have a regroup to get our breath back. 

Make an effort to find the trail with K9 only to find we’ve got it wrong and have to chase TP and 
Lonely. Get on to a forest track, assume it's not a straight on, so thats another false trail ticked 
off. BM is happily sitting on his bike, waiting to lose everyone before he lays a flour arrow (which 
is visible). 

Get a bit confused as TP has a bottle of flour laying arrows. Is this Hash sabotage or something 
else, it’s never explained. 

Arse About (who is abandoned by Ferret, so he can watch the rugby match) and Mouse chat BM 
up to see if they can get the drop on the trail. Waste of time, it’s difficult to see, like a black switch 
on a black wall in the dark. 

With K9 and Chippendales help I find another three false trails off basically a box like trail. Going 
around in circles seems to be the theme of the day. 

The woods are supper saturated such that everyone gets complete wet feet, including the Mini, 
except one of Mouses feet that stayed dry. But which one??? 

BM tries to avoid the wet bits but he finally finds his nemesis and grinds to a halt, those wheels 
ain't moving. 

We are in the Moors Valley woods so every so often we see signs like ‘fitness trail’, ‘play trail’ 
and more importantly ‘bike’, there one goes, no bell. 

Minis is in view ahead, shouldn’t they be in the pub by now. Not to worry we go left back into the 
main woods so we can’t see them anymore. 

Lots more chasing as K9, C, Jock Strap, Banger and Wheeze do the business, I still get it wrong. 

Catch the Mini again, L goes A over T and continues running, then we see Sinbad walking 
straight on in the distance. Take pity on him and call him back off right as he was heading for 
Ringwood. 

After another false trail that W unwinds, we scent home, or in normal parlance “its always this 
way back” someone shouts. TP is running out of steam, we therefore have to push him to the top 
of a hill or risk him rolling back onto of us, not a fate I wanted to risk. 

Into the car park and we find the Mini is not back. 

A day to remember, we can get to the bar first for a change. 

Generous bowls of chilli and quick down downs and I’m off. 

So, sunny day, longish trail (more so for the mini), a Bog Man who got bogged down, 
Chippendale teaching everyone which were the best mushrooms to get the best highs from, lots 
of false trails, only one dry foot, a skiving Ferret, and chilli for the masses. 

Plus we learn that Pieced Nipple has learned a new trade of breaking and entering. 

So what did you think :) 



P.S If we you haven’t paid your subs, we know who you are. 

 


